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A TOPOLOGICALLY STRONGLY MIXING
SYMBOLIC MINIMAL SET
BY

K. E. PETERSENO, (2)
Abstract.
Recent papers by the author, Keynes and Robertson, and others have
shown that weakly mixing minimal flows are objects of considerable interest, but
examples of such flows, other than the horocycle flows, have been scarce. We give
here a " machinal " construction of a bilateral sequence with entries from {0, 1} whose
orbit closure is topologically strongly mixing and minimal. We prove in addition that
the flow we obtain has entropy zero, is uniquely ergodic, and fails to be measuretheoretically strongly mixing.

1, Mixing for symbolic flows. In this section we give some definitions and
establish criteria for the weak and strong mixing of symbolic flows. For unexplained
notation and terminology the reader, may consult [2], [3], [4], and [7].
Let A be a compact metric space and <f>:X-^ X a homeomorphism; the pair

(X, <f>)is called a flow. If (X, <f>)is a flow and xe X, the orbit of x is 0(x) =
{<f>nx
:n e Z}, where Z denotes the set of integers. A flow (X, <j>)is said to be minimal
if for each xelwe
have @(x)~ = X, ergodic if there is x e X such that &(x)~ = X,
weakly mixing if the product flow (Xx X,<f>)is ergodic, and strongly mixing if
given nonempty open subsets A and F of A there is n0 e Z such that <f>nA
n B^= 0
whenever |n| ïïn0. Observe that a flow (X, cf>)
is ergodic if and only if given nonempty
open subsets A and F of A"there is n e Z such that TnA n B^ 0. It can be proved
[12] that (X, cb)is weakly mixing if and only if given nonempty open subsets A and

F of A there is neZ such that <¡>nA
n A^ 0 and <f>nA
n B+0.
Let {0, 1} have the discrete topology and let

5=n

{o,i} = {o,i}z,

— 00

so that 5 is a compact metric space. We will think of elements x e S as being
bilateral sequences of O's and l's, x= ■■-x-2X-xXoXxX2..., with the dot marking
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the "central position" of the sequence x. A metric compatible with the topology
of S is given by, for example, dix,y) = ljil+k), where
k = inf {|«| : xn =£ yn},

x, ye S.

If k is a positive integer, a k-block B will be an ordered A-tuple B=bxb2- ■-bk,
where each Z?¡is 0 or 1 for /'= 1, 2,..., k. We will say that C is a block in case C

is a A-block for some A:.If x e S, B = Z?,^ • • •bk is a A-block, and « g Z is such that
xn=el5 xn+i = ^2» • • -, xn+k-x = bk, then we will say that £ appears at the nth place
in x. The phrase £ appears in x will mean that there is « e Z such that £ appears
at the «th place in x. If A:is a nonnegative integer and A is a (2rc+ l)-block which
appears at the ( —k)th place in a sequence x e S, then A will be called /«e central

i2k+ lyblock of x. A block D will be called a central block of a sequence ^eS
if there is a A:such that D is the central (2A+ l)-block of x. It is not difficult to see
that if x e S then the family {{y e S: A is a central block of y}: A is a central block
of x} forms a neighborhood base at x.
The j/h/í transformation a: S^- S is defined by (<rx)n= xn+1 for all xe S. The
map «xis a homeomorphism of S onto S, and thus the pair (£, rx) is a flow. If £

is a closed subset of S such that oR = R, then the pair (£, <j[£), usually written
just (£, a), is called a symbolic flow.

If £ is a A-block, the length of £ will be defined to be L(£)=A\ Let a and /? be
positive integers with qúp, let E=exe2- ■-eq be a a-block, F=fif2- ■-fp a/?-block,
andletyeZbe
such that 1 ¿j^p-q+
1. We will say that £ appears at the jth place
in F if fij = ex,fj+x = e2,...,/+,_,
=e„. If £ and £ are blocks, we will say that £
appears in Fin case there is aj such that £ appears at they'th place in £.
Let x e S and let X=6ix)~. For each block C which appears in x, let ¿V~iC)
={«: C appears at the «th place in x}. If C and £ are blocks which appear in x,
we define JfiC, D) = {m —n : me Jf (C), « e ./fY,/))}. The following theorems are
stated without proof, since they are little more than direct translations of the definitions of weak and strong mixing into the framework of symbolic dynamics.
Theorem 1.1. Let xeS and let X=(9ix)~~. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) (A-,a) is weakly mixing.
(2) For any two blocks A and B which appear in x we have

jViA, A) n JfiB, A) # 0.
(3) For each central block A ofx and each LiA)-block B which appears in x we have

JfiA, A) n jVÍB, A) # 0.
Theorem 1.2. Let xeS and let X=&ix)~.
equivalent:
(1) (A-, o) is strongly mixing.

Then the following statements are
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(2) For any two blocks A and B which appear in x there is an integer n0 such that

JT(A,B)

3 {neZ

: \n\ = n0}.

(3) For each central block A of x there is an integer n0 such that

Ji(A,A)

3 {neZ

: \n\ = n0}.

(4) There is a sequence {Ak : k = 0, 1,2,...}
L(Ak)—7'co and such that for each k = 0, 1,2,...
AT(Ak,Ak)^{neZ:

of central blocks of x such that
there is an integer na(k) such that
\n\ = n0(k)}.

2. Construction of (W, a). For any block A=axa2- ■-ap and for l=i^p
we
define A[i] = axax+1- • apaia2- ■•av-i, the cyclic permutation of A which has its

initial point at the /'th place of A.
We construct a sequence of blocks Ak in the following manner. Given At for
¡-¿k, Ak+1 is obtained from Ak by writing down in succession certain "allowable"
cyclic permutations Ak[i] of Ak and alternating these with repetitions of Ak itself.
The "allowable" cyclic permutations of Ak are those which split no appearance
(which is explicit in the construction) of A¡ in Ak, for i<k. Forbidding certain
cyclic permutations of Ak allows us to be certain that the sequence so defined
is almost periodic; and there are still enough "allowable" cyclic permutations of
Ak available to assure us that the sequence has a weakly mixing orbit closure.
In the following the Ak will be a sequence of central blocks of the element w e S
to be defined, and 9i(/c) will denote the set of places in Ak (counted from the left
endpoint of Ak) which are allowable as initial points of cyclic permutations of Ak.
The Bk will be an auxiliary sequence of blocks used to determine the 91(A).

Specifically, then, define AQ=101, 91(0)= {1, 2, 3}, and F0=lll.

For each k,

mk will denote the cardinal of the set 91(A),Lk will denote L(Ak) = L(Bk), and Ek
will denote the Ffc-block all of whose entries are 0 except the first, which is 1.
Assume now that Ak, Bk, and 9t(A)= {/1, i2,..., /mJ with l=/1</a<
• • • <i„k
have been defined. Then we define
Ak+i

= AkAk[imk]Ak- ■■AkAk[i2]AkAk[i2]Ak-

■■AkAk[imk]Ak

and
■Sfc+i = EkBk[imiT\Ek- ■■EkBk[i2]EkBk[i2]Ek-

■■EkBk[imJEk.

If Bk+x = bxb2---bLk +l, we then define 9t(A+ l) = {y : l£j£Lk+1 and 6^=1}.
Thus Bk+1 has the function of marking the places in Ak+1 which are allowable
as initial points of cyclic permutations of Ak+1: if 1 appears at the /th place in
Ffc+i,theny"e9((A+ 1) and Ak+i[j] appears in Ak+2. We notice also that if 1 ^jSLk + 1
and j= 1 (mod Lk), then / e 9t(/r+1).
By way of illustration,

Ax = 101 110 101011 101011 101 110 101,
Bx = 100 111 100 111 100 111 100 111 100, and
91(1)= {1,4,5,6,7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18,19,22,23,24,25}.
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In this way, then, Ak, Bk, and 9Í(A) are defined by induction for all integers
AâO. For each k = 0 let wk be that element of S whose central £fc-block is Ak
and all of whose other entries are zero. Since Lk -*■co and the central £fc-subblock
of Ak + Xis Ak, limfe wk=w exists. We put W=@iw)~.
From the definition of Bk+1 we observe that mk+x = 2m2— 1 and Lk+l =
i4mk —3)Lk. Each m„ is in fact a (2n +1)th solution of the Pell equation x2 —2y2=l.

For (l-v/2)(l
each

«Si

+ V2)=-l,

write

so for «^1 we have (1-■s/2)2\\ + ^2yv'=\.

(1 —\/2)2tl = xn— \/2yn,

xn + y/2ym so 1 = {xn-\/2yn)ixn

(l-V2r

with

xn, yneZ.

+ \/2yn) = x\-2yl

Then

For

(1 + \/2)2" =

However,

= (A-n_1-V2jn-1)2,

so we have the relation xn = x\.x + 2y2.x = 2x\^x—l.
conclude that mn = xn+x for all integers «2:0.

Since x1 = 3 = «?0, we may

3. Strong mixing, minimality, and topological entropy. We prove in this section
that the flow (IF7,a) is strongly mixing and minimal and has topological entropy
zero. We need to know first that our definition of the sequence w employs " enough "
cyclic permutations at each stage of the construction.

For each fc=0, 1,2,... let 33(A)= {j : 1 újúLk and there is /e2I(A)-{l} such
that 1 appears at they'th place in Bk[i]}. Then if r e 93(A),we may split Ak+Xat the
rth place of Ak[i], for some ie21(A), in order to form a permutation Ak+X[j]
which appears in Ak+2.

Lemma 3.1. For each A= 0, 1,2,...,

23(A)2{«eZ : l^n^Lk}.

Proof. We proceed by induction. For A= 0, £0 = £o[2] = £0[3] = lll, so clearly
93(0)= {1,2, 3}= {«eZ : 1^«^L0}- Suppose now that A:^0 and
33(A)2 {neZ : 1 ^ « ^ Lk},

and let« eZ with 1 g«g£fc+1 be given. We need to find /'e 9X(A
+1) —{1}such that
1 appears at the «th place in Bk+1[i].
Let «' = « (modLfc) and l^n'^Lk;
suppose n = n'+pLk. By induction there is
7 e 91(A)—{1}such that 1 appears at the («')th place in Bk[j]. Now Bk[j] appears
in Bk+X, since7# 1. Because r= 1 (mod Lk) implies r e 9t(A:+1), and because Bk[j]
appears at least twice in Bk+X, there is z'e2l(A + l)—{1} such that Bk[j] appears
at the ipLk+ l)th place in Bk+X[i]. But then we see that 1 appears at the «th place
in£fc+1[/'].

Theorem 3.1. iW,o) is strongly mixing.
Proof. Using Theorem 1.2, it suffices to prove that for each A:= 0, 1,2,...
there is an integer «0(A) such that ^~iAk, Ak)^{n eZ : |«| ^n0(A)}. (Here the ^'s
are as in §2.)

Given k=0,1, 2,...,

let n0ik)=Lk and let AeZ

with |A|S«0(A) be given.

Now the block AkAk appears in Ak+2, so if |A|=«0(A),
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thus we may assume that \N\ än0(A) +1. Choose m such that Fmä \N\, so Lm>Lk
and Ak appears in Am. If r=Lm- \N\+Lk+l,
then l^r^Fm,
so by the lemma
there is je^H(m) —{1} such that 1 appears

at the rth place in Bm[j]. If Am[j] =

<liar • -QLm,then there is /' e S&(m+1) such that
A\m+xU] = Mr+i--

-QLmAm-■-Amqxq2- ■-qr-x-

But then the block Am+1Am+1[i] appears in w and contains the block Akqrqr+1- ■•
<lLm¿k,so we see that Ffc+Fm-r+l
e Jf(Ak, Ak). Since Lk+Lm-r+l
= \N\, we
have N e Ar(Ak, Ak).
In order to prove that the sequence w is almost periodic, we need to know
that the appearances of A, which are explicit in the construction are not split as
we proceed with the construction of w. To this end we introduce another auxiliary
sequence of blocks Ak, with entries from Z. Define A0 = (—1)(—1)(—1) and
Ao = (0)(—1)(—1), where the parentheses serve only to separate the entries in a
block from one another. If A is a nonnegative integer and Ak and A^ have been

defined, define
Afc+i = A'kAk[imic]A'k-■■A'kAk[i2]A'kAk[i2]A'k- ■■A'kAk[imic]A'k,

where the i/s are as in §2. If Afc+1= A]Aa-• • Xs with each X¡eZ, define A'k+1
= (k+l)X2X3- • -As.Thus Ak and A'k are defined by induction for all integers A2:0.
Note that L(Ak)=L(A'k)=Lk for all k.
Let m and k be integers with m^k^O and suppose that A'm= AjA2•• • Aswith each
Aje Z. The following statements are established by straightforward induction
arguments.
(1) If Xj^k, then the Ffc-subblock of Bm appearing at the /th place in Bm is

either 000- -00 or 100-■-00.
(2) If Xj^k, then the F^-subblock of Amappearing at the/'th place in Amis Ak.

(3) If l=ifkjikLm, Aj^/tand \^k,

and if iúpúj implies Xp<k, then j—i^Lk.

These three statements imply that we may write Am= AkCxAkC2Ak- ■■AkCrAk,
whereL(C,)^Lk for j=l, 2,..., r. Therefore Ak appears in each Am, and hence in
w, with bounded gap. It follows that the sequence w is almost periodic, and so we
may state the following theorem.

. Theorem 3.2. ( W, a) is minimal.
Foreachn=l,
2,... let 9(n) denote the number of different n-blocks which appear
in the sequence w. Then the limit

K(W) = lim !°*W
n-. oo

n

exists and is the topological entropy (see [1], [2], and [4]) of the flow (W, o). We
wish to prove that K(W) = 0. For this purpose it suffices to prove that

lim !2SÄ
ÏC-.00

= 0.

Ll.
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Lemma 3.2. If k is a nonnegative integer and B is an Lk-block which appears in w,
then B appears in Ak+2.
Proof. Let «i>A:. Then from the discussion preceding Theorem 4.2 we know
that we may write
Am = AkCxAkC2Ak- ■■AkCrAk,

where LiC)^Lk for /'= 1, 2,..., r. A straightforward proof by induction yields
that each C¡ has the following property (*): C¡ is a subblock of Ak[j] for some
je'ilik) such that if Bk[j] = bxb2- ■-bLk, Ak[j]=axa2- ■-aLk, and Ci = apap+X-- -ap+s,
then6p = èp+s+1 = l, where/?+5+1 is to be reduced modulo Lk in casep+s+l
>Lk.
It is easy to see that Ak+2 contains all blocks of the form AkDAk, where £ is a
block having property (*). Therefore each block AkQAk appears in Ak+2. Now if
B is an £k-block which appears in w, then B appears in Amfor some m>k. Writing
Am as above, we see that B must appear in one of the blocks AkCtAk. Since each
block AkCtAk appears in Ak+2, B must appear in Ak+2.
Theorem 3.3. The topological entropy ofiiW, o) is zero.

Proof. Lemma 3.2 implies that 6(Lk)^Lk+2. Recalling that mk+x= 2m\—l and
Lk+x = (4mk —3)Lk, we see that
0(Lk) úLk+2

= i4i2m2k-l)-3)i4mk-3)Lk

í 32m\Lk,

so

log 6jLk)

log 32 3 log mk log Lk

£/c

£fc

Since Lk -*■co, it suffices to prove that

lim í°|^5

= 0.

But
logóte = log(2wg_i-l)
Lk

<

(4mfc_1-3)Lfc_1

3

logWfc-!

4iwfc_1-3

Lfc-x

3k

log(wg_1)

" (4«jfc_1-3)£fc_1

<

-

3te

-nf-o(4mf-3)

logfflp

A,

log m0 _ 3k log 3

= nr=o1(4A«o-3) £0

9" 3

4. Unique ergodicity and failure of measure-theoretic strong mixing. We wish
to prove in this section that the flow (IF, o) admits a unique normalized invariant
Borel measure p., and that the process [2] (IF, 38, p, a), where á? is the collection
of all Borel subsets of W, is not strongly mixing.
In order to prove that (IF, o) is uniquely ergodic, it suffices to prove that the
defining sequence w e W is strictly transitive [10]. Specifically, for any two blocks
£ and C which appear in w, let v(£, C) denote the number of times that £ appears
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in C; i.e., v(£, C) = card{£ £ appears at they'th place in C}. Then w is strictly
transitive if and only if given a block £ which appears in w and oO, there is a A
such that if C is any Lfc-block which appears in w then
\viB,C)-viB,Ak)

| jLk<e.

Theorem 4.1. iW,o) is uniquely ergodic.
Proof. Let a block £ which appears in w, say with £(£)=/?, and £>0 be given.
Since Lk-xjLk-^0 and mk_x^Lk-x, we may choose k such that B appears in
Ak.x, 8(£fc_1/£fc)<e/3, %pimk.xjLk)<ej3, and 6ipjLk)<ej3. Let C be any£fc-block
which appears in w. We wish to prove that

(1)

|K£,C)-v(£,^)|/£fc<£.

To this end we first need to estimate y(£, Ak) in terms of v(£, Ak_x).
Taking note of the definition of Ak in terms of Ak_x, of the fact that
\viB,Ak-x[j])-viB,Ak_x)\

up

for all _/e 2i(A—1), and of the fact that there are 4(«/fc_1—1) "junctures" of the
form Ak-XAk_x[j] or Ak.x\J]Ak.x in the definition of Ak (and that the block £can
appear no fewer than 0 and no more than p times across any one of these
junctures), we conclude that there are r e [—1, 1] and s e [0, 1] such that
(2)

viB, Ak) = (4«/k_1-3>(£,

^fc_1)+2/?(«ifc_1-l)(r+2i).

Now C is an £,,.-block which appears in w and hence, by Lemma 3.2, C appears
in Ak+2. There are now five cases to consider, depending on just which subblock
of Ak+2 the block C happens to be. If C=Ak or C=Ak[i] for some /' e 51(A),then
the verification of (1) is immediate. Suppose then that C appears in a block AkAk[i]
for some z'e 21(A); the argument in case C appears in a block Ak[i]Ak will be
strictly similar and therefore will not be given here. Now
Ak

Ak[i]

i-1

i-1

AkAk[i] = i4fc_i- ■■Ak-xAk_x[j]Ak_xDAk_xAk-X[n]Ak_xi_i

■-,

C
where £ is a subblock of an allowable permutation of Ak.x. Counting the minimum
and maximum possible numbers of appearances of Ak_x, of the Ak_x[j]'s, and of
junctures Ak_xAk_x[j] or Ak-x[j]Ak_x in C yields the estimate

i2mk.x-3XB,

Ak_1) + i2mk_x-4)HB,

Ak.x)-p]

è v(£, C)

Ï i2mk-x + l)viB, Ak.1) + 2mk-MB,

Ak-X)+p] + i4mk-x + l)p.

With the help of (2) this implies that
\viB,C)-viB,Ak)\

Ú 3viB,Ak-x)+piSmk-x-l)

g 3Lk.x + %pmk.x,

from which (1) is immediate. The final case to consider is that C appears in a block
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AkDAk, where D is a subblock of Ak[r] for some r e 9i(fc). A counting procedure
similar to the one used in the previous case also establishes (1) for this case. We
conclude then that the flow (W, a) is uniquely ergodic.
Thus there is a unique normalized invariant measure p on W, and a is an ergodic
measure-preserving transformation of the measure space (W,36,p). In order to
show that the process (W, 38, p, <j)is not strongly mixing, it is sufficient to display
two measurable subsets A and B of W for which
lim p(onA nB)

± p(A)p(B).

n-* oo

To this end we will need some quantitative information about the measure p.
Let F be a block which appears in the sequence w and let
G(B, n) = {xeW:

B appears at the nth place in x}.

Since oG(B, n) = G(B, n—l) and o preserves the measure p, we see that p(G(B, n))
is independent of n; we therefore denote p(G(B, n)) by p'(B). It is well known

that
p (B) = hm —fc-»°o

l^k

For each k = 0, 1, 2,... let Qk= G(Ak, ~KLk—l)), and let us estimate

PÍQk)= f*W = Hm V°Vn+l)n-.cc

J^n+1

We have seen earlier that if m = n and A' = A,A2-• • As, then X¡}tk implies that
the Ffc-subblock of Am appearing at the/'th place in Am is Ak. Let N(k,m) =
card {j: they'th entry in A'mis no less than k). Then N(k, m) á v(Ak, Am) and, from the

definition of A'm,N(k, n+l) = (4mn-3)N(k, n) and N(k, k+l) = 2mk-l.
have

Thus we

v(Ak,An+1)ILn+x ä (l/Ln+1)(4/nn-3)(4mn_1-3)---(4/nfc+1-3)(2wk-l)
= (2mk-l)ILk+1,

and hence p(Qk)^(2mk-l)ILk+1.
Theorem 4.2. (W, 3S, p, a) is not strongly mixing.

Proof. For each k=0, 1, 2,...

and n=0, 1,2,...

let

Qk.n = (o2L"Qk)nQk.

We will show that there is a k for which
lim inf p(QKn) > (p(Qk))2,
n-*oo

and this will show that ( W, 3§, p, a) cannot be strongly mixing.
For each m, n, and k with m>n>k let v(m, n, k) denote the number of blocks
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of the form AkDAk, where L(D) = 2Ln —Lk, which appear in Am. Then it is easy to
see that
.

v(m,n,k)

m-» go

L.m

Let p^r and AP = A1A2-• • As; we will say that Ar appears explicitly at the jth place
in Ap if A;-2:r. Now each time An+1 appears in Am, An appears explicitly 2mn— 1
times in An+1. Suppose that An appears explicitly at the/th place in An+1 and that
j<Ln+1—Ln;
then An also appears explicitly at the (2Ln+j)th
place in An+1.
Therefore, every time that Ak appears in such an appearance of An in An+1, there
is another appearance of Ak in An+1 2Ln places along to the right of it. That is to

say,
v(m, n, k) Z N(n+l,

m)(2mn-2)v(Ak, A„).

It follows then that
v(m, n, k)\Lm = (2mn + 1-l)(2n.„-2>(A,

An)ILn+2,

and hence
p(Qk,n) ^ (2mn+1-l)(2mn-2)v(Ak,

An)/Ln+2.

Therefore
lim inf p(Qk¡n) ^ lim inf
n-+oo

(2mn+1-l)(2mn-2)v(Ak,

= lim inf (2mn+x-l)(2mn-2)v(Ak,
(4mn+1-3)(4mn-3)Ln
*+ n -♦ co

An)

Fn+2

n-»oo

Ltn

An)

H

Since f)k =0 Qk = {w} and Qk+1=Qk, we must have lim p(Qk) = 0. Choose Qk

such that p(Qk)<h- Then evidently
lim M p(QKn) ^ ip(Qk) > (p(Qk))2,
n-* co

so the process (W, 38, p, o) cannot be strongly mixing.

5. Remarks. The construction given above can be varied in many ways to
give further examples of strongly mixing minimal sets. For example, in defining
Ak+1 the permutations Ak[j] do not have to appear in any particular order, and the
Ak's can be repeated more than once between each Ak[i] and Ak[j]; the main
requirement is that all allowable permutations should appear and forbidden
permutations should be excluded. In general, we may choose a sequence

{mk : k = 0, 1, 2,...} of integers such that mk= 1 for all k and a block A0 with
F(^0)=F0 = 1 (mod 2), and then for each n^O define
/„ = {-mn,

-mn+\,...,

Ln+1 = (2mn+l)Ln,

and

-1,0,

/„={!,

l,...,mn-l,mn},

2,...,

Ln}.
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If for each n we choose a map/,:

In -> Jn such that/n(0) = 1 and define

4.+ 1 = ¿«l/»(-»J»)]-' ^nl/n(-l)]>W»(0)K[/»(l)j- ■ ^„[/"„(m»)]
for ail «^0, then the sequence {An} of expanding central blocks will define an
element x e S, which may be called an epicyclic sequence. One-sided sequences
can be defined in an analogous manner; in fact, Morse's construction of the
Morse-Thue sequence [9] is of this type. As we have seen, many epicyclic sequences
will have minimal and strongly mixing orbit closures. Also, homomorphic images
of (IF, a) under block mappings [5] will be minimal and strongly mixing.
Finally, we conjecture that the process iW,âS, p., o) is measure-theoretically
weakly mixing.
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